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Background: We aimed to evaluate and compare the impact of varying degrees of renal impairment or hemodialysis(HD) on target lesion 
revascularization(TLR) between Sirolimus-Eluting Stent(SES) and Paclitaxel-Eluting Stent(PES).
Methods: Consecutive 1315 lesions with SES(702 lesions) or PES(613 lesions) implantation were enrolled and followed up. Lesions were divided 
to whether on HD or non-HD, and also non-HD cases was classified into 4 groups according to the estimate-glomerular filtration rate(e-GFR) (HD-
group:74 lesions, non-HD-group: 1241 lesions (e-GFR≥60: 656 lesions, e-GFR 59-30: 535 lesions e-GFR≤29: :50 lesions)). TLR during follow-up was 
investigated among each groups.
Results: Mean clinical follow-up duration was 1020±227days. Follow-up angiography was performed at 6 to 9 months index procedure for 84.9% 
of all lesions. Overall TLR was observed in 77 lesions(5.9%) without difference between SES(6.0%) and PES(5.7%). Although the TLR rates were 
similar among 4 groups with non-HD-group, those of HD-group was significantly higher than non-HD-group(14.9%vs.5.3% p=0.0007).
TLR rate of HD-group in the SES was significantly higher than non-HD-group(25.8%vs.5.1%:p<0.0001) and also higher than HD-group in the 
PES(25.8%vs.7.0%:p=0.03). Multivariate analysis showed that HD was the strongest predictor of SES TLR(OR:5.544, 95%CI:1.96-17.02,p=0.0016).
In the lesions with PES, no differences were observed in TLR rate between HD-group and non-HD-group(7.0%vs.5.6%:p=0.71).
Conclusions: Renal function was not related to TLR in both of SES and PES in the non-HD cases.
HD was strongly associated to TLR in SES but not in PES. PES might have advantage to reduce the TLR for the patients with HD compared with SES.
